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Hi, this is the end of season
newsletter. This has been a good
season for the badgers with
some ups and downs but a great
finish. Unfortunately due to
weather and availability of
pitches lots of games have been
cancelled but the badgers have
shown great commitment by putting in their best performances
in the games they were able to
play.
RESULTS
Won: 10
Drawn: 2
Lost: 5
GOALS
For: 59
Against: 23
Difference: +36
TOP SCORERS
Cole Hickman: 25
Sam George: 19
Sophie Tibbetts: 11
Alex Gutteridge: 2
Ethan Delves: 1
Jordan Webb: 1
Thanks to the badgers fan club
(parents) who have watched
games in all weathers.
BIG thanks to Tim for
coaching and organising the team.

Thanks to all the badgers who
have participated in this year’s
games
U 16’s
Alex
Callum
Cole
Denis
Elliot
Ed
Ethan
Guneet
Ieuan
James
Jon
Jordan
Lizzie
Pete
Sam
Sophie
Sunny
Seniors
Tim
Tom (smiley)
Andy
James R
Tom R
Richard H
Steve G
Harry B
Paul
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Badgers Team
Cole
Sam G
Jon
Alex
Callum
James L
Pete
Sophie
Elliot
Ieuan

Parents team
Tim
Dean
Tom (Smiley)
Ian
Richard
Jo
Gordon
Steve
Tom Reed
Ben
Nick
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Badgers 6 - 1 Parents
Goal scorers: Cole Hickman (3), Sophie Tibbetts (2), Sam George
Parents scorer: Tom Reed
An eagerly awaited fixture for both the parents and the badgers, started off as a very close
game as both teams started with 10 men due to late cancellations which clearly affected the
badgers as they struggled to make an impact at all within the first 20 minutes. Slowly the
badgers began to set up camp in the parents half which resulted in a goal from striker Sophie
Tibbetts scoring with a good shot past keeper Tom Hickman. Just before half time parents
captain Tim Sanders ran through the defence only to watch his shot deflect off the post into
the waiting stick of Tom Reed who finished coolly under pressure. At half time the parents
were given a lift by the arrival of Dean Holyoake. Unfortunately for them the badgers sorted
out their formation and began to take control of the game with Cole Hickman adding the first
of the second half goals with a reverse stick shot into the bottom corner. Eager not to be outdone Sam George then broke through the defence and slotted past the stranded keeper. Hickman then built on this lead with another before Sophie Tibbetts added her second with a good
strike. To round up the game Hickman grabbed another for his hat-trick.

Badgers captain Cole Hickman said “I was pleased with our performance today especially in the
second half in what was my last game for the badgers, some of the youngsters proved themselves to be promising players to continue the recent success of the badgers”.
Parents captain Tim Sanders said “The parents tried hard and holding the badgers to a 1-1
score line in the first half was a major achievement. Unfortunately Age and a better passing
badger’s team were too much for them in the second half.

